
Questions/Comments from PSC Public Meeting 4/27/2016 

 

 Multiple questions on height: why so high? Will the roofline be even higher? 

 If we get positive feedback, how soon will it start? 

 Residential, why rental vs ownership? 

 Confusion about who will run the park. 

 JW- there will be 230 cars for the building, how will this work with the proposed parking? 

o Jon explained some will park behind building, if this was full retail it would be more. 

 Confusion as to why we are choosing not to do residential over retail. 

 Concerns about the “profile” of the potential renters 

 How much will the apartments rent for? 

 If residential goes in, won’t that attract a higher end retail market? 

 What will the population be in GH in 2 years? 

 Do we have a cost estimate on the parking garage? 

 Business owner for 27 years in GH used to be against growth but saw downtown decay and is 

very much supportive of this- compared it to what happened in Bremerton. 

 Concern that this will cause the cost of utilities/services to rise. 

 Were the views of the homes directly behind the center affected by the crane study? 

 A big thank you from a woman on the work OPG has done on this, she has learned a lot and 

truly appreciates all of the hard work. – Applause- 

 Multiple Post Office Questions 

 Why won’t we build variations of cottages and sell to private owners? 

 What is the proposed height of the cottages/brownstones? 

 Will the grocery store space be broken up? 

 Is this project inevitable? 

 We can’t call this a “downtown” anymore, it is more of a Ruston Way. 

 Will a grocery store be put in if residential goes in? 

 Post Office: “It’s not right to assume that we can survive without our trucks/deliveries there”  

 Would the owners be willing to sell the property? 

 Lots of questions on size of units, rents… 

 

 

 


